COPYHOLDERS
Monitor Mount

A. Inline Document Holder  Elastic line guide marks your place and keeps pages open. 18" wide backplate supports books, catalogs, and just about any size document. Holds up to 300 sheets. Contains 40% recycled content.  
PRODUCT NO.     COLOR  SIZE  LIST PRICE  
MMM DH640        Clear/Black 18" W x 6" D x 11¼" H  $20.50 EA

3M

B. Compact Inline Document Holder  Easy to adjust, with elastic line guide. Can stand alone on desktop or hang over edge with 3M Command Adhesive. Holds up to 150 sheets.  
PRODUCT NO.     COLOR  SIZE  LIST PRICE  
MMM DH630        Clear/Black 14" W x 5½" D x 9½" H  $14.79 EA

C. Flat Panel/LCD Document Holder  Works with CRT or flat panel monitors. Mounts on either left or right side. Height-adjustable clip holds portrait, landscape and legal paper configurations. Uses Command Adhesive to mount to monitor, allowing clean and easy removal. Holds up to 35 sheets.  
PRODUCT NO.     COLOR  SIZE  LIST PRICE  
MMM DH445        Black 9½ W x 2½ D x 9½ H  $44.40 EA

D. Monitor Mount Document Clip  Unique clip allows for one-handed loading of papers. Mounts on left or right side of monitor and swings out of way when not in use. Uses Command Adhesive for easy mounting and clean removal from monitor. Holds up to 30 sheets.  
PRODUCT NO.     COLOR  SIZE  LIST PRICE  
MMM DH240MB      Black/Silver 6¼ W x 3 D  $13.23 EA

E. FlexClip Copyholder  Flexible gooseneck design for easy movement of copy for eye-level viewing. Attaches easily to flat panel, desktop or laptop monitor. Small and portable and perfect for the office or the road.  
PRODUCT NO.     COLOR  SIZE  LIST PRICE  
KMW 62081B      Black 9½ W x 1½ D x 1½ H  $14.52 EA

F. Insight Priority Puck  Desktop copyholder with five tiered slots in which to store reference lists and source documents while keeping them at a comfortable viewing angle. Tiers aid in task prioritization and allow placement of documents in both portrait and landscape position.  
PRODUCT NO.     COLOR  SIZE  LIST PRICE  
KMW 62061B      Blue 3½ W x 3½ H  $9.85 EA

G. Study Stand  Places books, planners, e-readers, or tablets at a comfortable reading angle. Adjustable, folds flat for easy storage. 100% recyclable. Limited lifetime warranty.  
PRODUCT NO.     COLOR  SIZE  LIST PRICE  
FEL 10024        Chrome 9½ W x 8 D x 5½ H  $5.99 EA

Fellowes

I. Non-Magnetic Copyholder  Easel back design holds copy at optimum viewing angle. Includes nonmagnetic removable line guide and multiposition paper holder. Holds up to 125 sheets of letter size paper. Folds flat for easy storage. Three-year limited warranty.  
PRODUCT NO.     COLOR  SIZE  LIST PRICE  
FEL 21106        Black 10½ W x 7½ D x 1½ H  $10.00 EA

3M

H. Monitor Whiteboard Holder  A dry erase panel that attaches securely to your computer monitor keeping your notes and tasks organized, front and center so you can focus and get more done. Built in document wedge holds up to 20 sheets of paper. Attaches securely to your monitor with Command Adhesive and is easily applied and removed without damage. Features a magnetic attachment system that allows whiteboard to easily detach from monitor for quick and comfortable writing. Includes a fine tip dry erase marker.  
PRODUCT NO.     COLOR  SIZE  LIST PRICE  
MMM MWB100B      White 9 W x 11¾ D x 1¾ H  $34.93 EA

Need product info? Call us.  Prices subject to change without notice.  LA